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Beyond Terrorism 

Oreste Scalzone

Oreste Scalzone, one of the April 7 prisoners, was a leader of Potere Operaio.

A "sally" that struck at the root of the problematic relation between "terrorism"and institutions,
between guerrilla tactics and social change was enoughto throw the intellectual leaders of the
“struggle for subversion” into confusion. We are referring to the letter by comrades Franco
Piperno and LanFranco Pace published in Lotta Continua. The argument set forth in this letter
posed a serious problem to the "legal left: above all to the opposing left but also to the
components of that institution who do not idolize the State

The problem, it seems to me, was grossly put in these terms: having momentarily set aside their
own opinions of “armed struggle” of its features, its roots and the individuals who are its agents,
the authors argued that any "progressive" component interested in social change is blind if it
does not understand that the path followed by the state to eradicate  “terrorism" leads to a
vertical rise of the conflict in terms of civil war to an Inexorable  and gradually irreversible
barbarization of the conditions and modality of the engagement. 

“Armed struggle” then is a variable that is now firmly established in the context of social
engagement existing in this country (a state of affairs which is less than pleasing to each one of
us). The “legal left” is the last group which holds a few cards able to reverse this course. Under
this profile, the left has ruined itself by covering its eyes for years, giving credit to the most
incredible "backward-logical" buffoonery, putting aside the problem and refusing to recognize its
nature. The "get-thee-behind-me-Satan's," the pleas, the tomfoolery, the "elementary-my-dear·
Watson's," the nonsense about the "right-at-the-moment-when's" and the "who-does-it-help's"
are useless in terms of reversing this tendency even one step, or of forcing a single proletarian
to withdraw, a single comrade who might eventually decide to enter the field of "combatant
practices" by his own decision. The extra parliamentary groups - or the ghosts of those who
survived the consecutive crises of recent years - have seen droves of comrades break away
from "legal" political practice, and become "Indians" or continue to unleash powerless curses.   

It seems to me, then, that Piperno's central consideration on "provocation" is this: the opposing
left (bound to a vision which we still regard as "progressive" apart from the radical
politico-theoretical differences - because it is interested in the emergence of a "conflictual" and
not a "unified" society) finds itself before the fact that the State, its parties, its separate bodies
have embarked on the path toward a military solution to the problem of "terrorism." 

This inevitably means the privilege of a "military".approach to the relation with the entire "critical
mass" represented by social subversion, by the different forms of antagonism and radical
conflict, Such a solution also points to the rigidity of the institutional framework, overwhelmed by
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the repercussions of the "social crisis," incapable of taking on the pressing demand for the
radical modification of the quality of life within a politics of social innovation by the capitalist
party, incapable of translating new social needs Into standardized "requirements" which are
commensurate with those needs. 

For the progressive sectors, all this means accepting an unbearable dynamic. in the
reorganization of the separate bodies, in the rigidity of the party system, in the frightening
obstinacy of the mass media, in the deterioration of the mechanisms of the lawful State, in the
self-affirmation of hybrid devices that synthesize elements of McCarthyism and the socialist
Gulag - in all of this there occurs a liquidation of the entire patrimony bequeathed by more than
a decade of emancipative struggles which have spread by lines of force form their worker and
proletarian nucleus through the entire social fabric. 

And at this point it does not make sense for these "progressive components" to continue to
recriminate against the "terrorists." 

The opposing legal left, then, finds itself Implicated in a counter-offensive modality on the part of
the State, not just because of the old story about "liberty that is indivisible," and therefore "today
it is my turn but tomorrow it can be yours, in fact it will certainly be yours"; but equally because
in the State's militarization of the engagement lies the overall condition for the operation of a
model of conflictual society which turns out to be compromised in a very serious way. In fact,
the dominance of a military logic in the State's actions means - apart from any apocalyptic
representation - that the principal technique is the reclamation of the entire area of social
subversion as a single effectual anti-guerrilla mechanism. The Dalla Chiesa-style
neo-McCarthyism becomes the only winning proposal, once it has been accepted that the
primary objective is the "defense of the democratic compromise against terrorism." 

"Hic rhodus, hic salta," therefore: those who live completely in a situation of crisis are not so
much we - this line of "Potare Operaio" (Worker Power) caught in the eye of the hurricane, like a
kind of modem KAPD - even though the phenomenology of political defeat today seems to
regard us conspiratorially, we who are so heavily attacked by an offensive without precedents in
the post-war judiciary system of this country. in perspective it could be precisely the
"intermediate" sectors that constitute the area opposing progress toward a situation of
unendurable destruction. 

Some people with the instinct for "half-bred" politics - which today they are and want to be -
have sensed the problem. The half-libertarian, half-neo-institutional area that extends from the
radicals to Lotta Continua has raised it for the first time. And this area has brutally posed it from
the right (yet at least they have not dismissed it). Admitting the "secret joy" he felt at Toni
Negri's arrest, Enrico Deagllo (1) was heard singing the "de profundis," the requiem for the "new
left." Since, in their opinion, the class categories proposed by Marxism (or at least their
centrality) have fallen, the left must rearticulate itself with respect to a fundamental distinction:
violence or non-violence (in the "radical case" it is an alternative between a revolutionary and
classicist logic and the emancipatory logic of a community in the struggle for civil rights). 

Bifo has already promptly responed to Deaglio, and I am not about to repeat that polemic. I note
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only that there is a second reason which presumably motivated Deaglio's hasty requiem, in
addition to the insight into the consequences of a dominant military solution to the problem of
social subversion. 

And it is an entirely positive fact - from our point of view. it is the emergence, in the June 3rd
elections, of that "invisible party" of at least four million people who are disturbing the sleep of
the least obtuse and hardened members of the political and institutional order of this country. 

Let us summarize a series of surveys which are now well-known: 

A)The PCl lost about 3% of Its vote to the left, and, in particular, something like 12 points of the
youthful vote. As Cacciari realistically admitted in Repubblica, these votes lost by the PCI are
unequivocally proletarian votes, “lost at Marghera and not in the center of Venice, in the Roman
suburbs and not at Palroli," in the great worker and proletarian cities - and, in particular, in those
where the PCI has held the local government in recent years. This defeat of the PCI was had at
the price of a result "by 48": in fact, even the DC lost votes. 

B)There is the 3% Increase in abstention, which has reached a total of 10%. 
These abstentions are for the most part by proletarians, young people, "reds." it is a massive
plebiscite against the State, a sign of hostile estrangement from the party system and political
Institutions. The fact the abstention on the European Question is not greater confirms the idea
that it is a compact social area, remarkably homogeneous and strongly characterized by "the
left." 

C) A conspicuous part of the voice of the vote for the radical rolls and the "New Left Unity" is
recorded in the same area that rejected the party system. This is not far from that 20% of the
vote cast a year ago against the Reale law, which still included segments of the socialist
electorate. As one can see, it is a proletarian, red, anti-institutional/ block. Thus, many are now
devoted to the "recovery" of this block, to the conquest of their political representation. Even the
honorable Magri and Cafiero have the impertinence to play up to it. Even Occhetto, even a few
young members of the aristocratic entourage. (2) 

Deaglio plays it safe in this situation, on behalf of an entire political area of which he intends _ in
theory - to take the lion's share. With the usual distinction: the social antagonist exists as an
Indistinct mass, beneath its elements of internal, political, organized and militant constitution. 

The repudiation of violence (properly understood as "Illegitimate" and illegal" violence, because
that legal variety is seen as a "natural phenomenon") is set as a frontier and a test, as a line of
demarcation. Boato would think of it as making a peephole for someone's conscience. It is in
this logic that a discourse of "pacification" starts to circulate. 

It is in this logic that - apart from every noble intention - this discourse assumes a characteristic
with a unique meaning: the exhortation to desertion, to unconditional, unilateral and
precautionary surrender, on the part of the Individual subjects or components of the variegated
archipelago of armed struggle. It may be said Without malice: the dream of Boato and his
comrades seems to be that of stimulating a myriad of cases like Baumann and Klein. (4) 
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In this context, it seems to me that apart from everything, the "provocation" of Piperno and Pace
touches the sore spot. in fact it is said to all "progressive" sectors, to what is (or was) the "new
left": let us still put aside, for the sake of argument, the entire contentious politico-theoretical
debate on social subversion and armed struggle, its roots and prospects. in any case, you
forget one small detail: you fall to take the army into consideration. You forget that almost a
thousand political prisoners exist in Italy, a great part of which are and declare themselves to be
"communist combatants," and are therefore destined to a long imprisonment. Some are known
comrades; others are unknowns. As many come from our ranks as from yours, but we don't
Intend to deny them, or reduce them at random to carriers of the virus of political evidence that
is always seen as "the individual case," one plus one plus one ... Well, comrades, we tell you
that even though (paradoxically) all the political motives for the development of the revolutionary
struggle might collapse in five, ten years, this contentious one would represent a link for
thousands of comrades. You know, therefore, that any discourse against the precipitation of the
frontal engagement, against the precipitation of civil war, against the barbarization and
sovereign dominance - on both sides - of a linear military (and even "terrorist") logic must
reckon with this problem of political prisoners. 

This is the challenge. If your operation is not one that simply proposes selfghettoisation (and
not even the glided ghetto of the U.S. Welfare State or German social democracy), defeat,
unconditional surrender, and desertion, declare your stand on this: a general amnesty, which
includes the liberation of political prisoners at the center of a much more extensive provision.
(And here, it is useless to gamble on bombast and sympathize with the left by saying "everyone
is a political prisoner." We are well aware of this, but we are also aware that this is often a
convenient screen.) 

Besides, critical bourgeois thought offers decisive arguments for a radical critique of the
penalties and Imprisonment in such cases. At this point it is clear to everyone, except the
insane bigots, that prison is a crime-causing institution, a machine that produces and
reproduces deviance. Therefore, the neo-humanitarians, the neo-Iibertarians, the neo-civilizers
must give their opinions on amnesty. 

It is necessary to add, for clarity, that this is a context of challenge, within which intentions,
aims, diverse and even contradictory analyses come into play. 

On the one hand, there is a discourse of truce, as a congealment of relations of force, as a
recognition of defeat and a decision to demobilize and choose a momentary rule by the "great
ghetto" of the second society. 

On the other hand, there is a radically different discourse, one that rather refuses a linearity of
process by which the "language of war" assumes authority as the dominant one and using an
apocalyptic and catastrophic scenario as a point of departure  theorizes the
immanence/imminence of the frontal engagement, even for a long period of time. 

However one regards us, we have spoken and written about the problem precisely because we
hold that this new social subject needs to grow, Identify itself, strengthen itself, speak,
communicate, insinuate itself in the social fabric, invent, produce: "we consider the frontal
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engagement a misfortune" (editorial of Metropoli). 

For us the problem is posed in terms of the Movement's capacity to go beyond terrorism. For
us, therefore, there is no choice of the ghetto, defeat, or desertion. And at the same time we
agree to reasonableness, the primacy of the logic of social transformation, of the
comprehensive processes of liberation. 

And therefore we agree to the recognition that can become, in determined phases, a
convergent understanding of the struggling parties to avoid a catastrophic and apocalyptic
precipitation of the engagement toward its decisive, military outcome. 

Of course (and we haven't been talking about it just today or for the past few months) this
recognition can be of Interest to the revolutionary movement, and on the basis of it one can find
a convergence of the "progressive" groups Interested in maintaining a vast conflictual dynamic. 

It is certain, all the same, that there obviously will be no extravagant, monstrous, and juridically
abnormal threats of prison, to distance us from the communist point of view, by the various
Galogeros or by Gallucci and their "Special Tribunal," whose "criticism of weapons" it seems
realistic to consider as one variant present in the overall practice of the movement for
transformation and communist liberation. 

The problem, however, is one of combating the tendencies which aim at turning this variant into
an omnivorous, totalling component that wants to Impose with maniacal determination the
predominance of its one-dimensionality, its monodic unilateral nature, on a movement which is
Irreducible to this disastrous simplification. 

It this was the spirit of Piperno and Pace's letter, it finds agreement with us; If it was otherwise,
we have plenty of time to polemicize, clarify, rectify. We must return at all costs to the complex
bond-relation between social subversion, guerrilla practices, and revolutionary politics. 

There is one final observation that I would like to make. I frankly say that I find insufferably
bigoted the scandal caused by sectors (we may even say the majority) of comrades in the area
of Autonomy every time someone poses political problems which disturb the dark horses and
break the routine of their own self-assertion. 

And, fraternally, I advise the comrades of "Radio Onda Rossa" that the revolution does not need
60 many sentinels and vestals whose ideological purity is in doubt. Therefore, comrades, let us
begin a debate without hysteria. Let us begin it in a less hasty, conspiratorial, and subjectivist
way than many are doing (including myself, since I am tossing off this letter in a loose and
confused manner. it is three in the morning; every so often the guard opens the peephole and
observes me with a certain troubled suspicion. My cell-mates mutter in their sleep, forced to
drowse with the light on. But I began writing at one because tomorrow morning I may be able to
send or dictate this letter; otherwise, who knows when it may be written.) 

In conclusion, we must take as our point of departure an analysis of the social crisis/institutional
crisis relation, of the consequences of the "micro-Indonesia politics" that the PCI has been
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building with their own hands in recent years. 
There must be an understanding of which paths the Movement will be able to cover, now that
the requiem has been sounded for the Historical Compromise which will be reorganized from
the level of government to a purely institutional level. 

There must be an understanding of what it will mean to have before us a double problem
Instead of the regime of Historical Compromise as a political form of the neo-corporate State -
the double problem of the neo-laissez-faire tendency toward the re-consolidation of the
capitalist order and the search, on the part of the PCI, for a monopoly of opposition (which will
probably push the party's apparatus to an even more pitiless attack on the political forms of
antagonism, while it tries to recover in a deceptive way a few social reasons for the attack). An
enormous tangle of problems stands before us; they give the impression of the necessity for an
epochal leap to political maturity. 

The State's very leap to the level of the counter-offensive after 7 April must be a significant
signal, and must represent a valuable lesson to be absorbed and thoroughly utilized. 

Translated by Lawrence Venuti 

1. Enrico Deaglio is Editor-in-chief of Lotta Continua. 
2. Achille Ochetto is a leader of the ICP

Taken from the book Italy: Autonomia - Post Political Politics, published by semiotext(e),
Intervention Series #1, 1980 
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